View factor (form factor, shape factor, configuration factor) is an essential parameter for surface to surface radiant heat exchange formulations. Radiant heat exchange of a roof is a regularly encountered major engineering application where estimation of view factor becomes challenging. Orientations of the roof surfaces in 3D space and varying dimensions require special methods to this estimation. A general formulation based on vector representation and numerical procedures to estimate view factors in such scenarios are presented in this paper. The numerical solution for a generic five surface roof enclosure was obtained and verified using a specific case where analytical solution is possible, and the result showed 1.0 % error for 10 8 iterations. Five view factors were estimated for each considered roof configuration in order to carry out complete thermal analysis of roof enclosures. Finally, numerical results for different roof angles and length/width ratios of considered roof configuration were estimated and presented in graphical format for convenient use.
Introduction
Radiant heat exchange plays an important role in numerous engineering applications where heat transfer is a major concern. This is important even at low temperatures since heat transfer by convection and radiation are usually of the same order of quantity when natural convection in air is involved [1] . Heat transfer of roof surfaces is an excellent example for this phenomenon since roofs are directly exposed to a substantial amount of insolation. In order to analyze the radiant heat exchange of a roof enclosure, view factors sometimes referred in literature as shape factors, form factors and radiation configuration factors are required parameters for surface to surface radiant heat exchange formulations [2] , [3] .
Estimation of a view factor between any two finite surfaces requires the solution of a double area integral, or a fourth order integration. These integrals are extremely difficult to evaluate through an analytical technique. Therefore, special techniques and methods are used to address this complexity. In contour integral technique, simplified analytical expression is obtained using the Stoke's theorem [4] . Numerical techniques such as hemi cube [5] and singular plane [6] methods, or statistical approach usually referred to as Monte Carlo method [7] are two different approaches which are used for complex geometries where analytical solution is not possible. Some techniques found in literature are combinations of analytical, numerical and statistical methods [8] , [9] . Numerical and Monte Carlo methods are frequently used in literature since these methods have a wider applicability than special methods. Monte Carlo method is preferable for extremely complex problems, while numerical techniques are preferable for less complex applications. However, there is no way to determine precisely where this crossover point in complexity lies. In addition to this, the Monte Carlo method is subjected to unavoidable statistical error [3] . Thus in this work, a numerical approach is used for view factor estimation.
For simple geometrical configuration, many textbooks on radiation present a table of view factor formulae where closed form analytical solution is possible. For complex geometries, a limited number of view factors can be found in graphical format. Howell has presented a comprehensive catalogue of view factors [10] , [11] for different geometrical shapes and orientations. However there are lots of practical engineering applications such as view factors of a roof enclosure, where the limited number of scenarios presented in catalogs are not sufficient for accurate analysis of heat transfer.
Thus, in this paper, the use of a simple numerical approach to estimate view factors is explained and view factors for generic roof enclosures with five roof surfaces including a flat ceiling are presented. 
Mathematical Modelling
The view factor associated with two surfaces, which are diffuse emitters and reflectors and have uniform radiosity, is defined as,
Where, R=S ij . θ i and θ j are the angles between the normal and the line which joins two infinitesimal areas dA i and dA j . A i and A j are total surface areas of surface i and j (Figure 1) .
A finite element technique is used for the calculation of view factor since the estimations of the view factor requires the solution to a double area integral which is extremely difficult to evaluate analytically for most of the practical applications. Equation 1 can be expressed on two differential areas which are denoted by dA i and dA j as,
Differential areas are placed in a vector space as in Figure 1 and corresponding vector equation is obtained using unit normal vectors n i, n j , and s ij which joins the centres of differential areas. The view factor related with dA i and dA j is finally reduced to the form of Equation 3 which has also been cited by G.C. Ray in a similar format [12] .
If the orientation of each surface element is known with respect to a particular coordinate system, the view factor can be calculated using Equation 3 . Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of a generic roof structure with four roof surfaces and a flat ceiling. Coordinate systems are initially defined on each of the surfaces of the enclosure in order to find the view factor between two differential areas of the roof enclosure using the above discussed method. Roof surfaces are numbered as 1, 2, 3, 4 and b, based on their local coordinate systems' number.
Geometrical configuration is expressed by the coordinates of the vertices of the roof enclosure which were defined on the base coordinate system (OXYZ).These coordinates are converted to local coordinate systems using homogeneous transformation matrices, since the division of element for view factor estimation is based on local coordinate systems. For instance, if corresponding roof angle between surface 4 and b (ceiling) is θ, the relevant matrix transformation can be given as, In Equation 4 and 5, m x , m y are numbers which define the specific element on the surface and l is the number of elements up to (x i1 ,y i1 ) point along x or y direction on the surface. C j and dA j can be computed in a similar manner for the other surface which is on o j x j y j . Subsequently, the coordinates are transformed to a single coordinate system (base coordinate system) using homogeneous transformation metrics. Same method is followed to define square shaped elements on other surfaces of the enclosure. Finally, the view factor from dA i to dA j is expressed as in Equation 6 , using unit normal vectors n i , n j and the vector joining C i and C j points.
Subscript b in the Equation 6 indicates that vectors are expressed relative to the base coordinate system which is defined on the ceiling of the roof enclosure. If surfaces A i and A j are divided into m and n number of elements respectively, using additive and reciprocity rules of the view factor algebra, Equation 7 can be obtained for the entire surfaces. A computer algorithm is created in order to carry out the solution based on the developed method.
Results and Discussion
There are 20 view factors which should be estimated in order to analyse the heat transfer of an enclosure of five surfaces. When the reciprocity relationship and the symmetry of the generic roof configuration are considered, this number reduces up to five independent view factors. Since there is no literature available other than for simple and specific geometries, validity of results of the developed method has to be checked with a specific geometrical shape. Thus, view factors of a pyramidal roof enclosure with a footprint of 8x8 m and a roof angle (angle between the flat ceiling and an inclined roof surface) of 23 0 are estimated by the developed method and numerical results are compared with analytical results which can easily be estimated for this particular geometry.
Based on the notation in the Figure 2 , unknown view factors can be presented as F b→1 , F b→2 , F 2→1 , F 2→4 , F 1→3 . For the considered pyramidal shape, F b→1 becomes 0.25 based on the symmetry of the geometry. Figure 4 shows the numerical result of F b→1 which is converging with the increase of the number of iterations. Error of the numerical estimation is gradually decreasing with the number of iterations. When the number of iterations passes 10 8 , the error becomes 1.0 % which can be taken as good accuracy compared with statistical methods [1] .
Geometry of the generic roof configuration expressed in Figure 2 can be fully defined by width ( ), length ( ) and roof angles. Figure 5 shows the variation of the view factor against width, while maintaining the length/width ratio as three. Roof angles are maintained as constant (23 0 ). Although the view factor depends on the width or the length of the geometry, it can be observed that a considerable change is not obtained when the length/width ratio is the same for a specific roof angle. Figure 7 , 8, 9, 10 and 11. When length/ width ratio becomes one, geometry simplifies to a square shaped pyramid in which analytical solution is possible. Number of iterations were decreased in this estimation to reduce the computational time and the error was maintained to be less than 4% for every roof angle. 
Conclusion
A general formulation based on vector representation was developed in this study to estimate view factors between two differential areas. Numerical procedures to estimate view factors between surfaces of a generic roof enclosure were developed following the general formulation. View factors of a pyramidal roof enclosure in which the analytical solution is available were estimated numerically, and results converged to the analytical solution with an error of 1.0% when the number of iterations passed the value 10 8
. View factors of considered roof enclosure were estimated according to length/width ratios for different roof angles. These results were expressed in graphical format in order to use them directly or through interpolations for engineering applications. The presented formulation and numerical procedure in this study indicates the potential of further extensions towards complex geometries with multiple surfaces. 
